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The opposite of alcoholism [continued] 

| 

\/ 

In a box: I’m angry because I never got to hit back. 

 

In another box: I’m angry because hitting back [physically] would have put me in jail.  
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In yet another box: I’m angry because those that abused me; continued their cycle of infliction upon me. 

[and drew in; others like themselves toward me]  
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In yet another box: I’m angry because; when I left the abusive nest; they continued to attempt to abuse 

me and others again without consequence. 

 

theme: how did they find us; again. [hint: money] 

In yet another box: I’m angry because they were revered as heros for being unjust and unjustly violent 

abusers.  

[heros/ keeps from heroes?] 
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theme: what then actually qualifies heros.  

In yet another box: To manage my anger: I’ve processed what works, and repeated another cycle of 

what works.  
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The proliferation of abuse onto identities:  

In another box:  I’m angry because my brother is being impersonated past his death and past his service 

death; and that he was beaten in front of me and these became my memories, and that I had to invent 

non-weaponed combat drives; to aid his survival; because it wasn’t legal for me to tell that brother to 

pick up a gun; then.  

Zany Hint; how is to, dead to living dead.  

 

And so, on:  

In another box:  

 


